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Turku, Finland
May 31 – June 2, 2022
BE INSPIRED by… Sustainable mobility!

Are you inspired?
… by sustainable mobility

25th ECOMM was …
… in Turku, Finland, between 31.5.–2.6.2022. The main venue
was the Turku City Theatre, where ECOMM travelled to late
1700’s Vienna with the set from Peter Schaffer’s Amadeus seen
on the stage. Amadeus was performed in Turku City Theatre
during spring 2022. It was directed by Tuomas Parkkinen with set
design by Jani Uljas.
The Welcome reception was in Finland’s first hybrid electric ferry
Elektra, where guests enjoyed the world’s most beautiful
archipelago and enjoyed Finnish cuisine.
Conference dinner took place in EduCity, a Turku UAS building.
EduCity is a modern centre for learning, research, development,
innovation, and working life. The glass-walled technology labs,
flexible facilities, event lobby, and grass-covered outdoor terraces,
all create an inspiring environment for staff and students as well
as visitors. The building has been awarded the LEED® Platinum
environmental certificate.
All the locations are in or near the city centre meaning they can
easily be reached by food or using public transport. The guests
were also encouraged to take use of the Föli QR code and visit
beautiful locations in and outside Turku, such as Ruissalo or
Naantali.
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Sustainability
The conference was carried out following
sustainable values. Thanks to our amazing
collaboration partners we could make the
conference as sustainable as possible.
Operation Food Bag picked up the
leftover food for the needy. This way we
could reduce the food waste caused and
help the inhabitants in need – a win-win
situation.
Turku employment services made the
conference guest gift bags and badge
strings from recycled materials. The strings
were made of old collared shirts.
Föli encouraged guests to use the Turku
Region Public Transport by providing free
access between 30.5.-3.6.2022. A QR
code on the badge worked as the ticket.
ECOMM 2022 collaborated with several
local businesses and institutions, served
fish and vegetable meals and leased most
of the equipment causing little waste.
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Presentations

Several thought-provoking presentations considering mobility management were offered. Themes
such as data usage in mobility management, sustainable travel and mobility, co-creation and citizen
comfort were covered. The presentation slides can be found in Tavata.
”Beside clean technology and renewable energy clever mobility management has to be
implemented to make climate friendly active mobility and public transport the easy and convenient
mobility choice for our citizens.” Robert Thaler, EPOMM president
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Sponsors and
exhibitors
ECOMM 2022 had the pleasure of having a lot
of support withing the conference.
Main partners: City of Turku, EPOMM,
Traficom and eParking.fi.

Silver lever partners: Regional Council of
Southwest Finland and Sitowise.
Exhibitors: Latauspolku and USER-Chi
project.
Other partners: ELY centre, Turku UAS,
FinFerries, Föli, Operation Food Bag, Port of
Turku and University of Turku.
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Site visits
The guests were encouraged to participate in the
site visits to get a better picture of the
sustainable mobility management decisions
taken in Turku. ECOMM 2022 offered five site
visits:
1. Fast and Furious
2. Riverside walk
3. Regional Mobility Management
4. Electric Mobility in Turku
5. University of Turku and Sustainable Mobility

Each was offered twice on a first come, first
served basis. Tours were co-organized with the
University of Turku, Regional Council of
Southwest Finland, Föli and USER-CHI project.
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Feedback
ECOMM 2022 collected feedback via an inquiry sent to the
participants by email. Generally the feedback collected
was good and the expectations have been fulfilled.
Special thanks were sent to the conference dinner food,
which was a collection of Finnish classics from different
parts of the country. The estates were loved and the
program was found logical and versatile.
When it comes to the presentations, some wished for more
concrete examples and ideas for the countryside. Also the
Tavata platform seemed a bit unclear to some participants.

ECOMM has been collecting positive feedback on social
media (#ECOMM2022).
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Links and photos
All photos by

Roni Lehti (RL): Elektra May 31 & Seminars June 1
Esko Keski-Oja (EK): Seminars May 31, Site Visits May 31, EduCity June 1 &
Seminars June 2
Links
Turku City Theatre, Elektra, EduCity, Operation Food Bag, Turku Employment
Services, Föli, City of Turku, EPOMM, Traficom, eParking.fi, Regional Council of
Southwest Finland, Sitowise, Latauspolku

